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ABSTRACT

The results of an investigation of the use of photographic techniques
for high-scanning-rate digital storage are presented.
The most promising technique, that of utilizing a projection system
and a rota t in g mirror, is described in detail.

In this system, the binary-

digital informat ion recorded on a photographic medium in the form of
spots is projected on a rotating mirror by a device similar to a common
slide projector.

The image reflected from the rotating mirror sweeps

past a row of stationary photoelectric transducers and causes the transducer s to read the stored information.
Experiments conducted with a simple slide projector and a rotating
mirror re s ulted in a reading rate of 250, 000 cps, with a mirror speed
of 3 60 0 rpm a nd a memory pattern of 110 lines per inch.
A syste m using a memory pattern that is 4 by 4 inches and that

cont ains 1 6 x 10

6

bits of information, each bit bein g 0. 0005 by 0. 002 inch,
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i s proposed.

This information would be written in parallel channels,

e a ch approximately 40 bits in width and 4 inches in length.

Schemes for

r ea ding each of the channels repeatedly and for reading the channe ls
success ively a re discussed.

The reading rate should be greater than

1 rni llion words per second.
1.

Background.
The advantage·s of using a photographic medium for the storage

of computer information has been recognized since the developm ent o{
modern computing machinery.

The Eastman Kodak Company proposed a

photographic storage system for the first "Whirlwind" project at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

O'Neal [

1] *

and Tyler[

2] ,

at

the first "Symposium on Large-Scale Digital Calculating Machinery"
held at the Harvard Computation Laboratory in January of 1947, reported
on the use of photographic-storage techniques for handling input and output
d a ta.

In the first photographic-storage attempts, a system that both would

record and read out information at the computer input-output rate and have
random access was the desired goal.
About five years later, it became apparent that an appreciable part
of the computer storage requirement was of a semipermanent nature
because during the actual computation cycle the stored inform ati on di d nn t
r e q nire changing.

With growing uses of computers in busine ss applicatioa s ,

,J s co1nputcr s peeds and complex i t i es inc r e ased and lar g er pro blerns co u l d

l:> e ~,olve d , tnore an<l 1nore uses f or p c rm 2.ncnt -type stora g e w e re cnvis i n r._,, : _

,:, Nun1b c r s i n par e ntheses denote r efe r e nc es li s te d ~-t

t ]icc

e 11 d cf t lt-: p ,:.1,c r.
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Int ernational Telemetering Corporation.

King, Brown, and Ridenour [ 3] ,

then all of International Telemetering Corporation, discussed several
po ss ible photographic storage systems that included a photographic pattern
in the form of a rotating disk and a flying-spot scanner.

The possibility

of high storage capacities and high scanning rates made way for a developmental contract [ 4

J.for

their disk storage system to' be applied to a

Ru ssian to Eng lish language-translation machine.

RYan [ 5] independently

discuss ed a flying -s pot s canner s ystem that would go through a search
routine to find the proper information and thus effe,ct_ random access.
Pr actica l difficulties encountered in controlling the scanning-beam
d eflection appeared to be the limiting factor in these systems.
The present paper gives the results of an investigation of the use
of photo g raphic techniques for high-scanning-rate digital storage.

The

investigation stemmed from a search for a memory medium for use as a
function table "look-up" devic~ [ 6] for use with an analog computer.

For

this purpose, the memory requirements were determined to be a 2000 binaryword capacity and a scanning rate of 10

6

words per second, co:r-.esponding

to a table look-up rate of 500 values per second.

The analog-computer

application could utilize photographic patterns prepared in advance no hi gh -speed writing requirements.

hence,

An 11-bit word, plus a timing track

to act as a memory index, was chosen.

Ease of changing the pattern and

relatively low cost were also considered desirable characteristics.

Since

a I-m ega cycle word-reading rate was desired, an 11-bit word would require
a se ri es-r eading rate of 11 megacycles, while a larger word would increase
the r equi r ed r ate; obviously, a system that reads bits in parallel is desirable.
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As this analog application was explored, possibilities of increased
capacity made further applications apparent.

A photographic storage

system with cyclic access and parallel reading at 1 megacycle or better
·could be utilized for storage of digital-computer assembly programs,

library subroutines, and might _even be used to great advantage to
c•c:mtroi the sequencing and logic of the com:p yter.

The possibility of

using a photographic storage system (or function-table storage and
dictionaries would also apply to digital computation.

If the scanning

rate is sufficiently high, all the advantages of random access can be
approached by using suitable memory-search techniques.

It certainly

should be possible to put all the written transactions of a business firm
on a photographic pattern and separate any desired information at a

very high rate.

King, Brown, and Ridenour [ 3] suggested that, for

applications such as catalogue and inventory information, the photographicpattern scanning could be preceded by the scanning of some sort of erasable
storage such as a magnetic tape or drum .

This erasable storage would

serve to make corrections to the photographic data until the data are
replaced by a new pattern.
2.

Methods of Photographic Storage.
The photographic memory systems discu ssed in thi s pap e r consequently

include the scanning techniques that allow parallel reading . The criteria of
evaluation are:

reading speed, usable capacity, and convenience and inter-

changeab ility of patterns.

Photogr a phic - memory systems utilizing standard

photog rap h ic techniques should be limited to uses in which patterns can be
pr e p a red previou s to the application in which high storage density and high
s c anning--r ;:i.t es are required.

Rec ently anno1 n eed techniques [ 7] for

r eve r sibly chan ging the color of an emul sion by s trobin g with li g ht could
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chang e any of the s e storage devices into erasable storage systems.
The ba s ic advantage of photographic storage systems is that high
s tor age d e n sities a re obtained .

This feature allows a relatively low

effective velocity between the scanning mechanism and the photographic
pattern yet develops . a relatively high information rate.

The storage

density also makes possible a relatively small physical size.

The

problem then is to find a scanning method that would best satisfy the
speed requirements.

Obviously, all possible scanning methods must

fall into one of the foLowing three categories:
1.

Systems that move the photographic-memory pattern
past the reading device.

Z.

Systems that move the reading device past the
photographic-memory pattern.

3.

Systems that utilize a suitable combination of
methods 1 and Z.

Z. 1.

Photographic Storage With Moving Medium.

Since a high relative velocity. bet we.en, the medium and the reader is
desired, a system utilizing the attainable peripheral velocity of a highspeed disk seems to be a suitable device on which to store large amounts
of information.

These disks would be similar in appearance to those used

for analog-to-digital conversion [ 8].

The disks consist of concentric

tracks of clear and opaque spots corresponding to the binary data.

The

number of bits in a word is determined by the number of concentric tracks.
Each word consists of a radial row of spots and is read by a radial slit of
light and a row of photocells.

No spaces are needed between the radial

lines of information because a timing track around the outs ide of the
pattern can determine the position at which the radial line of information
is read.

The minimum size of a reading slit is limited by practical

- 6 considerations of light transmission, positiona l tolerances, and th e
possibility of obliteration of a spot by a dust particle or fil m d efe ct.
Be cause dust particles usually are of circular shape, rectan gul a r sp o ts
a re advanta g eous.

Since the disk size is limited by its strength in r e l at i o n

to its speed -of rotation, a choice must be made between a very l a r ge
capacity, large-diameter, but slow-speed memory and a smaller, b u t
higher speed photomemory.

A tempered glass disk having well-ro t• . 1c d

edg es and without center hole perhaps could be operated at a peripheral
v e locity as high as 500 ft/sec.

At 500 ft/sec, the bit rate for spots

0.001 inch wide would be 6, 000, 000 bits per second.

From this aspec t ,

a glass disk appears to be suitable for a high-scanning-rate storage.
Another requirement is that the system information be read in
par a llel.

If either the pattern initially is displaced from the t r ue center

of rotation of the disk or if the shaft whip and bearing play allow the
center of the pattern to be displaced from a line through the center of
the effective reading area, the reading slit "sees" parts of more than
one word of information.

The requirement that at least three fourths of

the bit pattern be within the reader-slit area when the "read pulse 1 ' from
the timing track occurs is used arbitrarily as a criterion of reading the
correct radial line.

The geometry of Fig. 1 des_cribes the shaft whip and

bearing play as well as the pattern eccentricity.

The argument can be

r a i sed that when the pattern is eccentric the slit could be po s itioned to
be a li gne d with a radial word, regardless of the eccentricity; h owe ve r,
it i s a p p a rent t hat a f ter the disk turns throu gh a half revolution the~p attern
i s no longe r in proper re gister for readin g .
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The maximum allowable displacement 6 for a 1/ 4-bit error of the
i n ne rmost channel is found by means of the following equations.

This

di s p lacemen t is the total for shaft whip, bearing play, and pattern
eccentricity.
With small-angle approximations,
b.

1

a8 =

and r8 = 6;

(1)

4

thus ,
rb.
6

<

max

1

(2)

4a

where
a = radial width of information (width of all channels),
8 = angle between radial line parallel to reader and line
being read,
b . = length of bit in innermost channel,
1

r = radius of disk.
Therefore, if a disk with r/a = 2 and b. = 1/1000 inch, the maximum
1

allowable 6 from all causes is

6

~

2 (~) =

max- .

0 . 0005 in.

(3)

4

The assumption is made that all the included angles between each radial
word are equal.

Any discrepancy would decrease the allowable value for 6.

The included angle be t ween words for a 100, 000-word table is

360 (3600)
100,000

=

13 seconds of arc.

(4)
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The allowable angular tolerance is some fraction of this value.
The problems involved in producing a pattern for a rotating- disk
memory system, though not insurmountable, do limit the interchangeability
of patterns and require special prepara;t_ion of master patterns.
The appearance of the ratio r/a in (2) shows that there is some
advantage in having all the information at the outside of ,the disk.
a cylinder, eccentricity is no longer of critical importance.

For

When a

cylinder is used, however, the angular registration between a word of
information and the a:>.:is of the cylinder becomes important.

The

permissible tolerance on this angle is again 1/4-bit width in the total
width of all diameters.

Cylindrical patterns, unless they could be made

flat and then rolled, are difficult to produce and reproduce.
A third photographic system in the category of a moving medium is
the film-strip device.

The memory-storage medium of this device is

similar to a strip of movie film that contains only sound tracks.

Again,

the problem of angular registration of the film in the film gate is critical.
The permissible angular error is less than 1/4-bit width in the width
of the film.

With a film-strip device, scratches inevitably would be a

problem.
As systems employing rotation have been described, only those
:using translation and combinations of translation and rotation remain.
Combinations o'f translation and rotation do not appear to offer any
advantages, but translation is worth investigating.

A linear plac ement

of binary words on a rectangular strip can be translated across a reading
slit.

Pseudocyclic access could be realized by " v ibr ating" the pattern

across the front of the reader slit.

If the motion is not at a constant

velocity, each word (row of spots) c an be m ade a different width , with

- 9 re s ultant reading time per word remaining constant.

However, the

l arge stor a ge capacity and t he rapid reading rates demanded by the
a 1np li tude and frequency requirements make such a sys tern impossible
to a.chi eve.

2. 2.

Photographic Storage With Moving Readers.

One type of photographic storage system with moving readers is
s imilar to the moving - di s k or drun1 s ystem except that the pattern is
stati onary and the reader slit and transducers rotate around the storage
medium.

This system offers no apparent advantage but has the added

disadvantage of requiring the transmission of the signal from a moving
object.

A variation in which only a slit of light is rotated over a disk

a nd the photocells are stationary can be devised [

9],

but again, there

is no advantage over a rotating disk.
A t hird form of photographic storage with moving readers employs
cathode-ray-tubes to scan areas of a photographic film.

The scanning

creates the same effect as moving the readers, although actually only
the light beam is moved.

These cathode-ray systems do not have the

a. , va nt age of p arallel read-out of a large number of bits.

An inherent

disadvantage of the c ath ode-ray system is the requirement that the

deflection vo lt ages be controlled very accurately.

If 10,000 lines of

information are to b e scanned, the deflection must be controlled to
within 0. 01 per cent.

At all times, the path of the spot must be par allel

to the line of information being read.
Another form of syste ms th at effectually move the re a:.ic r i s
compris ed of the rotatin g -mirror devices.

Two variations o f photo-

gc1phic :, tora~,;e s ys t en,s with a rot ating-mi rror can be devised.

h

one vari21..tion, a slit of li.[;ht i s proj ected upo n a rot 2.ting mirr or 2,n, ,
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thus, is caused to scan a photographic pattern.

Like the cathode-ray - t u b e

device, this system requires lenses behind the pattern to focus the
transmitted light onto the photocells.

In the second variation, the entire

image of the photographic storage pattern is projected onto a rotating
mirror and as the mirror rotates the image sweeps by a row of stationary
photocells.

The latter type of photographic storage system is designat e d.

a "photomemory" in the following discussion.
The rotating-mirror devices have the advantage that both the memory
patterns and the transducers are stationary.

A rough approximation of the

mirror-speed requirements can be calculated from the dimensions shown
in Fig. Z.

Because the instantaneous angle of incidence equals the

instantaneous angle of reflection, the angular velocity of a ray of light
from the mirror is Zw.

To an approximation of the first order, the

velocity of the image end of a ray equals Zrw.

But since

Xh = (Velocity x time),

Xh = Zrwt.

(5)

(6)

However, from the Gaussian lens formula for a thin lens,

1
--

1

f

p

1

+

(7)

q

and

X = q
p

(8)
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Therefore,
Xh

Xh

w=-- =
2rt

2 r

(9)

(X + 1) tf

q
Since the mirror is a limiting aperture of the system, it must be either
very large or be placed close to the lens.
a s sumed to be 3/4 q.

For illustrative purposes, r is

From (9),mirror-speed :requirement is relatively

independent of magnification for large values of X.

If X equals 5, the .

required speed for a 3-inch lens, with r = 3/4 q, a 1/1000-inch bit size,
and a I -megacycle scanning rate is:

(5)

w=

(-1)

_ _ _ _ _ _l_0_0_0_ _ _ =
6

2 ( : ) (3) (6) (lo- )

186

rad

= 1770 rpm.

sec

A storage density of 1000 spots per inch will result in 10
square inch.

(10)

6

bits per .

Each mirror face sweeps the pattern image past the photo-

cells once for each mirror revolution.

More mirror faces can be added

to increase the duty cycle of the system and produce almost continuous
reading of the pattern.

Dimensionally, the only critical tolerance is the

angle of the pattern with respect to the mirror axis and the reader slit.
Since the pattern of a photomemory remains stationary, a spring clip
is sufficient to hold the pattern (a glass slide) in a device similar to a
slide holder.

If one edge of each slide is made parallel to the lines of

information, the memory patterns should be easily interchangeable.

Of

course, there is also a sidewise translational tolerance; however, if the
spots are rectangular, this tolerance is relaxed.
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As shown in Fig. 2, for a mirror whose center of rotation is i n
the plane of the reflective surface, the locus of the image plan e is a ch o r dal
plane of a circular cylinder whose axis is the axis of rotation o f th e mirr or .
The entire ray diagram between the lens and the image point i s doubled
back and reflected a! some angle after its intersection with t h e m ir r o r.
This angle is twice the angle between the normal to the m i rror and the
principal or central ray.

If a photoelectric transducer i s plac e d a t a

point along the circur. 1ference of the circular cylinder and the mirror
is rotated, the transducer does not remain in the image plane.

If the

transducer is placed at the circumference of the cylinder, the maximum
amount that the image is out of the focal plane as the mirror is rotated
is equal to the radius of the cylinder minus the distance from the chord
to the axis of rotation.

In order to keep the image in focus, the depth

of field of the lens must be equal to or greater than the radius minus
the distance to the chord.
In any multisided mirror, the center of rotation cannot be in the
plane of the reflective surface.

Consequently, the locus of the image

plane is displaced from the chordal plane.

The displacement occurs

be c a use at certain times in the rotation of the mirror t he reflective
s urface is either approaching or receding from the lens.

This

pheno menon is demonstrated by drawing ray diagrams for successi v e
mirror positions, as shown in Fig. 3.
If depth of field becomes a problem for a par t icular confi gur a tion

of p a ttern, lens, or mirror sizes, a system can be d e vi sed t h a t places
the rotating mirror between the elements of a lens.

Suc h an op t i cal

configuration results in parallel light in the part of the li gh t p ath t hat

- 13 includes the mirror .

A ray diagram of such a system, excluding the

ro ta ting mirror, is shown in Fig. 4.

The parallel-light optical system

of Fig. 4 is essentially the same as that used in a prism spectrograph [ 10 ]·
The light from each point in the object plane leaves the first lens as
parallel light.

In the area between the lenses, the light from a line of

information is a two-dimensional fan of parallel beams.

If this fan of

beams is reflected from a mirror, it remains a fan of parallel beams.
If the mirror rotates , the fan of b eams rotates, and separate, one-

dimensional fans of beams become successively p;;i.rallel to the axis of
the second lens, a11.d thus are focused onto the primary focus of the
second lens.
Since the information being read at any instant of time is contained
in a one-dimensional fan of parallel beams, the second lens can consist
of two or more lenses in a side-by-side position.

If more than one lens

is used in the second position, the first lens can be of shorter focal
length.

This arrangement allows the pattern to spread out more, making

possible increased space between the transducers.
The mirror-speed requirements for a parallel-light photomemory are
of the same magnitude as the requirements for the system shown il'.1 Fig. Z.
For the same first-order approximation that was made for the system of
Fig. Z (that is, the center of rotation of the rays is at the axis of the mirror),
(6) also holds for the parallel-light model.

The ray diagrams for parallel

light contain the same principal rays (rays through the center of the lens)
as those shown in Fig. Z.

In finding the approximate mirror speed for the

parallel-light system, the transverse velocity of the rays just entering the
second lens is the velocity considered.

The Gaussian lens formula for the

- 14 collimating lens becomes 1/f = 1/p.

If again r is taken as 3/4 q where q is

now the distance from the collimating lens to the lens that focuses the light
onto the transducers,
4
- rh

3
2.h
w=---- = - -

2. rtf

(11)

3tf

For a collimating lens of 6-inch focal length,

2>(1 o~o)

<
rad
w = - - - - - - - = 111
6

(3) (10- ) (6)

= 1060 rpm.

(12)

sec

The scanning rate of a mirror photomemory is determined by the
pattern density, the mirror speed, and, in the case of the projection
system, the magnification, or, in the parallel-light system, the angle
between beams of parallel light from adjacent pattern spots.

The number

of mirror s•ities dete·rrrii:nes 'the nurribe·r of complete pa:tte,rn scannings per
mirror revolution.

In order to approach continuous cyclic scanning, the

number of mirror sides must be increased until a succeeding mirror face
reflects the leading edge of the pattern image just after the trailing edge
of the pattern reflected by the preceding mirror face leaves the trans.:.
duccr reading slit.
Fig. 3 shows that the image plane sweeps through 60° for 30° of
mirror rotation, as is to be expected.

If the triangular image pattern of

Fig. 3 is considered, the mirror must rotate through an angle approximately
half the angle included between the sides of the folded imag e tri angl e in
order to sweep the image past a stationary point.

Fig. 3 is a l so applicable
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to a parallel-light photomemory if the folded triangles are con s id r: r •::rl
as fan s of parallel beams.

The net result i s that for both syst. c m. 5 th e

r eq uired number of mirror sides for continuous reading is roughly 72.0°
divided by the included angle of the image triangle.
In order to utilize the circular lens and squar.c pattern s to the f ulJ,,:: I
extent, the pattern o·n the photographic plate can consist of c hannels oi:
in form2.tion.

Each channel is approximately 40 bits wid e (a typic a.1-

J.r.n g th binary word). These words are read serially: the channels are
read either repetitively by shifting the photographic pattern in the
direction parallel to the axis of rotation of the mirror or successively by
u.sing a mirror with succe ss ively ske w~;d f ac es.

Jn t h (' forrn e r metb o ,~1.

each channe l is r ead rep eatedly by each mirror f a c e .

With the la tter

arrangement, the entire memory pattern is re ad in one revolution of th e
n1irror; each mirror face causes a succeeding ch a nne l to be read.

The

skewed -mirror sys te1n i s iHu s t. r a.ted in Fig. 5.
A photo g raphic plate 4 by 4 inches with a pattern made up of bits
0. 0005 by 0. 002 inch would contain 16 x 10

6

bits of information (this is

comparable with the storage capacity of a 1200 - [oot reel o[ magnetic t ;,1' [: ) .
Photog raphic storage densities even greater than this have been used
s uccessfully in shaft-position digital encoders.

The attainable stor a;;o:?

density of photo g r a p h ic film is several orders of magnitude greater L!: \?.Il
the se densiti es.

L e n ses with a 4-inch field and suitable resolution a r c

con1monly used in enl arge r s .

Experim ental evidence [

9]

shows th ,>. t ;:;.

new type of ge rmanium photodiode develo pe d by th e M. I T. Lincoln
L aboratory h as a frequency r es pons e tha t i s much g r e ater t h;:i.n t b J.t
r e quired of a 1 --me g acy cle r ead i n :~ r a.tc .

T h e .::; c p)1,:-;to ,li0 des

CE,.n

b:::
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m a de relatively small.

Diodes with a I-millimeter window diameter

h a v e been made [ 11 ],

and it is apparently possible to make diodes with

recta n gular windows so that the width .of the entire diode,

perhaps 2

m illimeters, is only a little larger than the width of the window.

The

possibility of concentrating many diodes in a very small length, however,
is not of utmost imp_ortance because the various types of interlace
techniques that are used in magnetic - drum storage systems also can
be applied here.
2. 3.

Photographic Storage With Combination.s of Movin
an Moving Rea e:rs.

Patterns

This category contains all possible combinations of the system already
described, such as the CRT arid the· l'!l.o ving disk or drum, the moving disk
or drum and the rotating mirror, and so forth.

Basically, if the relative

motions of the moving reader and moving storage are in transverse
directions, no gain in reading speed results.

The only advantage of

transverse movement is the possibility of increasing the scanning field
of the reader without increasing its maximum travel.

If the motion of

the reader is collinear with the motion of the pattern, the reading rate
corresponds to the relative velocity.
2. 4.

Conclusion.

Of the photographic storage systems discussed, the rotating-mirror
p h otomemory shows the greatest promise of_possible incorporation into
a l a r g e, high-scanning-rate photomemory with parallel read-out of
informa tion.

The scanning rate of photomemories is inherently hi gh
- --·- -------·-

---- --

-

-----·----

--- --------------· --- --

···-

------ - -

. -

-- - - · ·- --

-·--·

-

b e cau s e of the speed magnification demonstrable by the laws of reflec t io n
plus the fact that a multisided mirror creates the same effect as pla c in g
m a ny similar memory patterns around the circumference of a dis k.
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Furthermore, a glass or metal mirror of small diameter can be rotated
at m u ch higher speed than can be achieved by a photomemory that requires
a rot a ting photographic medium.

The memory patterns in the mirror

photomemories are flat plates of the same approximate dimensions as
conve ntional photographic slides.

Available copying cameras and standard

developing and printing techniques can be used to process and duplicate
photomemory patterns.

The mirror system allows the placement of

several projection :Systems and allied reading transducers around each
mirror; thus, after some preliminary adjustment, , several tables can
be read in synchronism.

The possible scanning rate of a rotating-mirror

photomemory is limited only by the attainable mirror speed and the
response time of the phototransducers.

The mirror in Michelson's

speed-of-light experiment was rotated at more than 15, 000 rpm (10].
The Radio Corporation of America has announced that they have measured
scintillations of one-billionth-second duration by means of a photomultiplier.
3.

Experimental Results.
Experiments conducted with a simple 35-millimeter slide projector

and a rotating mirror have resulted

i;:1

a single-bit reading rate of

250,000 cps, with a mirror speed of 3600 rpm and a memory pattern
of 110 lines per inch.

The pattern used had 110 equally spaced lines,

with the spaces approximately equal to the line width.

The 110-line pattern,

therefore, can correspond to 220 bits per inch, with use of the timingtrack system previously discussed.

A pattern with 500 lines per inch

(1000 bits per inch) also has been resolved, but since the available
illumination with the Society of Visual Education 35-millimeter films trip projector used was very low, the signal was noisy.

It has been

found that for the system tested with a line pattern approximately 1 inch

- 18 square the depth of field of the projector lens is sufficient.
A prototype having a 6-bit parallel output is being constructed
now.

The present goal is a system using a memory pattern that is

4 by 4 inches and that contains 16 x 10
b e ing O. 0005 by 0. 002 inch,

6

bits of information, each bit

This information would be written in

parallel channels, each approximately 40 bits in width and 4 inches
in length.
A 10-sided skewed-face mirror thus will give access to 1/5 of the
information in one revolution of the mirror.

Therefore, a 5-positional

shift mechanism for either the memory plate or the photocells or 5 sets
of photocells gives access to the entire 16 x 10

6

bits.
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SPACE OF RAOIAL BITS

Fig.

1.

Shaft whip, bearing play,
and pattern eccentricity

ROTATING
MIRROR

2 rw

f = focal length of lens
h = height of one bit of
information on slide
p = distance from object
to lens
q = distance from lens
to image
r = distance from mirror
center to image
t = time for one bit to
pass reader
X = magnification of lens
w = speed of rotation of
mirror
Fig. 2.

Mirror-speed
requirements
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Ray diagram for parallel-light
photomemory
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MOVING

IMAGE OF PATTERN
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ROTATING MIRROR
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Fig. 5 .

Rotating-mirror photomemory

